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Exit signs 2 – internally illuminated and Photoluminescent signs 

A previous article considered the basic requirements for externally illuminated exit signs. This 
article considers internally illuminated signs, where the sign is illuminated from behind the 
sign. 
 

As discussed in the previous article Approved Document B only refers to the signs and 
signals regulations which does not give any guidance regarding the size of signs. The 
standard for the size of signs is given in three codes BS 5266: Part 1 (A code for escape 
lighting), BS 5499: Part 4 and BS 5266: Part 7 (Emergency lighting applications). All three 
codes give the same formula which is used for both externally illuminated signs and internally 
illuminated signs, except that a value known as the 'Distance factor’ is specified for internally 
illuminated signs as 200, whereas for externally illuminated signs it is 100; representing the 
illumination by escape lighting.  

 

What this effectively means is that internally illuminated signs can be 50% smaller than 
externally illuminated signs. This is because internally illuminated signs are regarded as being 
discernable at a greater distance. 
 

The table below reproduced from BS 5266: Part 1 gives values for other levels of illumination 
and the corresponding distance factor. However a distance factor of 200 is the figure given in 
BS 5266: Part 7 for the escape lighting condition with internally illuminated signs and as the 
same light fitting is used for the non emergency condition the distance factor of 200 would 
also apply. Therefore the other values seem to be irrelevant except for Gaseous tritium (self 
powered) signs which need the reduced Distance factor of 50. 

 
Therefore for both normal lighting and emergency conditions a distance factor of 200 should 
be used. An example showing how the sign height is calculated is given below. 

 

 
 
Where as = height of the sign 

D = distance viewed 

Z = distance factor from the table below (reproduced from BS 5266: Part 1) 
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Distance factor for internally illuminated signs 

Mean luminance of white 
contrast colour (cd/m²) Distance Factor (Z) 

The minimum level for escape 
lighting to BS 5266: Part 7 for 

internally illuminated signs 
200 

≥  10 150 

≥  30 175 

≥  200 215 

≥ 500 230 

Gaseous tritium signs 50 

 

Example: 
Find the size of an internally illuminated exit with a viewing distance of 18m. 
 

From the table the Distance factor (Z) is 200.  

 

Therefore the height of sign is 90 mm. 
 

If this were compared to an externally illuminated sign the distance factor would be 100 and 
the sign would need to be 180mm (twice the height). 

 

What determines whether a sign is internally illuminated? 
This may seem an obvious question, but we are now seeing signs, which could questionably 
be either externally or internally illuminated. For example is an edge lit sign internally 
illuminated and therefore can a distance factor of 200 be used allowing the sign to be 50% 
smaller than externally illuminated signs. The illustration below indicates the suggested light 
pattern for edge lit signs compared to conventional exit boxes. It can be seen that for a sign 
embedded in the centre of a perspex sheet there is very little light which can back light the 

Light pattern for signs with built in light fitting. Section through signs (from left to right); Edge lit sign 
with sign embedded in Perspex; Edge lit sign with sign screen printed on back of Perspex and far 
right; Exit box sign. Blue arrow show suggested light pattern. 
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sign. In the case of an edge lit sign where the sign is screen-printed on the back of a perspex 
sheet (centre illustration) it will only receive reflected light. Therefore I would suggest that 
edge lit signs should only be considered as external illuminated signs and therefore a 
distance factor of 100 be applied. Otherwise in my view if a distance factor of 200 is applied 
the signs will be too small. 
 
For a sign to be considered to be an internally illuminated sign the minimum luminance of any 
area of the sign should not be less than 2 cd/m² under mains-failure conditions to comply with 
BS 5266: Part 7, (and not exceed 80 cd/m²; BS 5266: Part 3 suggests between 17 and 34 
cd/m² is most suitable). 
 
 
Maintained and non-maintained 
Some assembly buildings including cinemas and theatres are in darkness or low lighting 
conditions during their normal operation. Therefore what is known as ‘maintained’ lighting is 
necessary – this means internally illuminated exit signs powered by both normal and escape 
lighting systems. (Approved Document B 2000 (B1.xxii) by reference to BS 5588: Part 6 item 
6.8.2 (a). 
 
 
Photoluminescent signs 
There is a myth that these type of signs do not require escape lighting or that a lower level of 
illumination is needed from normal lighting. Photoluminescent signs are no different from 
externally illuminated signs in that they need to receive at least 100 lux from normal lighting 
and 5 lux with a uniformity of 0.7 from an escape lighting fitting. The distance factor used to 
calculate the height of the sign is 100, the same as externally illuminated signs (BS 5499: Part 
4 paragraph 5.3). Therefore there is not benefit regarding illumination levels and sign size in 
the use of these type of signs.  
 

 

Summary 
The size of internally illuminated signs need to be determined using a distance factor of 200 
and can be viewed at twice the distance of a conventional externally illuminated sign. Care 
should be taken regarding edge lit signs which are unlikely to meet the standards of 
illumination expected for an internally illuminated sign and should be sized as a reflected light 
sign. Photoluminescent signs are treated the same as externally illuminated signs and a 
distance factor of 100 is used. 


